Abstract. Traditionally Man-Machine Interfaces (MMI) are concerned with the ergonomic aspects of the operation, often disregarding other aspects on how humans learn and use machines. The explicit use of the operator dynamics characterization for the definition of the Human-in-the-Loop control system may allow an improved performance for manual control systems. The proposed human model depends on the activity to be performed and the mechanical ManMachine Interface. As a first approach for model development, a number of 1-D manual tracking experiments were evaluated, using an analog Joystick. A simple linear human model was obtained and used to design an improved closed-loop control structure. This paper describes practical aspects of an ongoing PhD work on cognitive control in Human-Machine systems.
Introduction
Our life is enhanced by mechatronics products, comprising Man-Machine Interfaces. However, ordinary machines are not usually designed to assist human to improve one's skill, and in many cases much time and effort are needed for an operator to be trained. One of the main reasons is because machines usually don't change regardless of the human skill, often requiring a long operator training stage.
An important goal is to create and develop intelligent mechatronics systems, capable of adapting themselves to the level of the skill/dexterity of the operators who use them, considering not only the ergonomic aspects of the operation, but also the way humans learn and use machines 1 . This brings along a new concept for manual control engineering on Human-Machine systems that inevitably have to consider human in the closed-loop. Recent demands in many areas, for more precision, accuracy and safety (such as in medicine, biotechnology, robotics, transports, entertainment, space, nanotechnology, ocean, disaster site and factory), led to a new need for the development of HAM systems [1] .
Contribution to Technological Innovation
The purpose of this paper is to present a contribution on human operator modeling for control applications purposes. The inclusion of the operator model on the development of Man-Machine interface devices leads to improved performance on manually controlled operations, as well as easier operation and a reduced training stage.
As a first approach for model development nonparametric system models are used. The models may be obtained from frequency, transient and spectral analysis. The scope of this document is centered on frequency analysis, which proved to be adequate for the development of operator models that, in spite of their simplicity, lead to a good performance. In the sequel, the modeling procedure will de described. The other approaches have also been evaluated but fall beyond the scope of this paper.
A real-time simulation experiment was developed for evaluating skill on predefined closed-loop Human-Machine systems, as a special tool to measure the overall performance. An effort performance measure is also proposed, based on human lazy strategies.
State-of-the-Art / Related Literature
It is a key idea that we need to model human behavior, and, so far, many models of the human controller have been proposed. In 1940's Tustin tried to introduce a human control model using a transfer function to model human action, proposing a linear servo control. In the 1960's Ragazzini modeled a human as a PID controller and showed that humans are time-variant systems having randomness, stating also that the differences among individuals should be addressed. In 1970 Kleinman et al. studied the dynamics of pilots. The transfer function of a pilot was considered as the cascade of the reaction lags/delays attributed to the neuromuscular human system. A method to compensate the timedelay, using a Smith predictor, was described. Anil proposed in 1976 that the human controller could be described both as time-delay and a Kalman filter.
Kawato introduced later in the 1990's the feedback error learning model, which assumes that human has inverse and forward models of the dynamics of the movements, and that the brain, by learning, tends to change human's model from feedback to feedforward. More recently, Wolpert and Kawato improved the feedback error learning model to a module selection and identification control (MOSAIC), by expanding the inverse model into a controller and the forward model into a predictor.
HAM research [2] , [3] is being promoted now in some countries, mainly at Japan and UK. Latest developments include studying the brain activity at particular Brodmann's areas using near-infrared spectroscopy [4] , and the manipulation of human behavior by distorted dynamics vision [5] .
Research Contribution and Innovation
Several methodologies can be carried out to obtain an LTI model. In this work, special focus is given on improved frequency analysis [6] , for obtaining HumanMachine linear models from 1-D manual tracking experiences. However, two major points must be stressed over human operator modeling:
1) The operator behavior can not be fully captured through a simple dynamic model, or even a set of such models. Thus, the objective of the models developed is not to replicate human behavior, but only to capture enough information to compensate the drawbacks inherent to the human operator dynamics.
2) It is difficult, if not impossible, to experimentally obtain an open-loop operator model. In any experiment the operator closes the loop between sensing and acting. Hence, to obtain the operator "true" model it is necessary to extract it from the close loop data.
Frequency Analysis
Consider a one-dimensional input signal, to be tracked, x(t), built from a sum of N sinusoids at pre-defined multiple frequencies. Assume that the one-dimensional input normalized signal has duration T, and y(t) is the correspondent LTI system output. Such signals may be written as:
(1)
For each applied frequency, the I/O response may be obtained through the following scheme: 
which corresponds to the operator closed-loop frequency response. For each multiple input frequency, a corresponding magnitude was settled to build a human feasible manual tracking input signal. Figure 2 shows the magnitude Bode plot of the input signal x(t) created for the manual tracking experiments (made with a commercial Joystick). 
Modeling Human Behavior
One hundred tracking time-trials, with T=120 seconds duration each, were obtained for the same participant with no history of neurological deficits. At least, a minimum 10 minute rest was given between trials, that all, lasted for 3 weeks. A sample of a trial for the input ( ) x t is presented below, in figure 4: 
Controller Design Strategy
Three controllers are proposed to control an unstable P(s) dynamics. The first (C1) is a classical phase-shift compensator. The second (C2) considers human as a static gain only, and the third controller (C3) is obtained from the human model: 
Where H1(s) presents the same frequency behavior as (9), but includes an additional term (with unity static gain), in order to allow the implementation of C3(s). Manual step performance was measured on a double-integrator P(s) unstable process, considering the reference mean square error, for acuity, and the mean stabilized duration (related with human's lazy strategies, within ±0.0035 from input reference). From figures 7 and 8, C3 controller clearly took the best performance.
The simulation results from table 1 show that the C3 controller (obtained from the proposed linear human model and C1) widens the bandwidth of the Human-Machine system and raises the overall phase angle curve, improving the frequency response and the stability margins. C2 controller, assuming human model as a simple static gain (ko) gives also higher stability than C1 (which neglects H(s) in the closed-loop). 
Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper, some HAM research topics that take human factor into account were introduced for the control of Man-Machine systems. To prove the effectiveness of the proposed modeling method, a 1-D Human-Machine experimental SISO system was implemented and tested. Further work is to improve the controller robustness and to develop multi-model design strategies, and also to move on to 2-D systems.
